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SIMPLY CONNECTED VARIETIES IN CHARACTERISTIC p > 0
HE´LE`NE ESNAULT AND VASUDEVAN SRINIVAS,
WITH AN APPENDIX BY JEAN-BENOıˆT BOST
Abstract. We show that there are no non-trivial stratified bundles over a smooth
simply connected quasi-projective variety over an algebraic closure of a finite field,
if the variety admits a normal projective compactification with boundary locus of
codimension ≥ 2.
1. Introduction
On a smooth quasi-projective variety X over the field k of complex numbers, the
theorem of Malcˇev-Grothendieck ([Mal40], [Gro70]) shows that the e´tale fundamental
group πe´t1 (X) controls the regular singular OX -coherent DX-modules, that is the
regular singular flat connections: they are trivial if πe´t1 (X) = 0. The aim of this article
is to show some variant if the ground field k is algebraically closed of characteristic
p > 0.
Over the field C of complex numbers, the proof is very easy, but it makes a crucial
use of the topological fundamental group πtop1 (X) and the fact that it is finitely
generated. Indeed, a complex linear representation has values in GL(r, A) for a ring
A of finite type over Z, and if it is non-trivial, it remains non-trivial after specializing
to some closed point of A. If k has characteristic p > 0, we no longer have this tool
at our disposal.
All we know is that the category of OX-coherent DX-modules is Tannakian, neu-
tralized by a rational point on X , and that its profinite completion is, according to
dos Santos, the e´tale fundamental group ([dSan07, Cor. 12]).
Nonetheless, as conjectured by Gieseker [Gie75], the same theorem holds true under
the extra assumption that X is projective ([EsnMeh10]): triviality of πe´t1 (X) implies
triviality of OX -coherent DX-modules.
On the other hand, it is shown in [Kin14, Thm.1.1] that dos Santos’ theorem loc. cit.
may be refined in the following way. The category of OX-coherent DX-modules has
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a full subcategory of regular singular ones. The profinite completion of its Tannaka
group is then the tame fundamental group.
This enables one to ask (see [Esn12, Questions 3.1]):
i) If πe´t1 (X) = 0, are all OX -coherent DX -modules trivial?
ii) If πe´t,tame1 (X) = 0, are all regular singular OX -coherent DX-modules trivial?
In this article, we address Question i). Fundamental groups of quasi-projective
non-projective smooth varieties in characteristic p > 0 are not well undersood. We
give in Section 5 some non-trivial examples where we can obtain some reasonable
structure.
Our main theorem 3.2 asserts that Question i) has a positive answer if X has a
normal compactification with boundary of codimension ≥ 2, and if k is an algebraic
closure of the prime field Fp.
The arithmetic assumption on the ground field comes from the application of
Hrushovski’s main theorem [Hru04, Cor. 1.2] and the fact that we cannot, in general,
define a surjective specialization homomorphism on the e´tale fundamental group (we
do not know, however, if this can be done for the smooth loci of a family of normal
projective varieties). See Section 4.
The geometric assumption on the existence of a good compactification with small
boundary enables us to show a strong boundedness theorem 2.1. The main issue, if
we drop the assumption, is to define a suitable family of extensions to a particular
normal projective compactification of X of the F -divided vector bundles associated
to a OX -coherent DX-module via Frobenius descent, in such a way that they form a
bounded family of sheaves.
Under the geometric assumption in our result, the reflexive extension of the bun-
dles does it. See Remark 3.10. In general, we do not know. Over the field of complex
numbers, if we assume in addition that the OX -coherent DX-module is regular sin-
gular, then we have Deligne’s canonical extension at our disposal. Indeed, Deligne
shows in [Del14] boundedness for those. His non-algebraic proof relies on the fact
that the topological fundamental group is finitely generated.
We use the existence of a projective ample complete intersection curve to reduce the
problem to the case where the underlying F -divided bundles En of a OX-coherent DX-
module are stable of slope 0, and of given Hilbert polynomial. This comes from the
Lefschetz theorem Theorem 3.5 for stratified bundles, which ultimately relies on Bost’s
most recent generalization of the Grothendieck Lef conditions, see Appendix A. Then
the proof follows the line of the proof of the main theorem in [EsnMeh10].
In Section 5, relying again on the Lefschetz theorem, we are able to give a non-
trivial family of examples with trivial e´tale fundamental group for which one can also
conclude that OX-coherent DX-modules are trivial, this time over any field, as we
can argue without using Hrushovski’s theorem loc. cit..
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2. Boundedness
We fix the notations for this section. Let X be a projective normal irreducible
variety of dimension d ≥ 1 over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0.
Let j : U → X be the open embedding of the regular locus. Recall that if E is a
vector bundle, i.e., a locally free coherent sheaf, on U , then j∗E is a coherent sheaf on
X , and is the reflexive hull of E. Indeed by normality, one has j∗j
∗OX = j∗OU = OX ,
which implies that j∗j
∗Hom(F ,OX) = Hom(F , j∗OU) = Hom(F ,OX) for any OX-
coherent sheaf F , which is thus coherent. In addition, Hom(F ,OX) = j∗j
∗F∨ if F a
vector bundle, and contains any other torsion free extension to X of j∗F
∨. We apply
this to j∗F = E∨.
We fix an ample Cartier divisor Y → X . For any coherent sheaf E on X , we
write E(mY ) for E ⊗OX OX(mY ). For a vector bundle E on U , we define the Hilbert
polynomial χ(X, j∗E(mY )) ∈ Q[m]. Here χ stands for the Euler characteristic of the
coherent sheaf j∗E(mY ), which is equal to j∗(E(mY |U)) by the projection formula.
We recall the definition of an F -divided sheaf in Definition 3.1.
This section is devoted to the proof of the following statement.
Theorem 2.1. We fix r ∈ N \ {0}. There are finitely many polynomials χi(m) ∈
Q[m], i ∈ I = {1, . . . , N} such that for any F -divided sheaf E = (En, σn)n∈N of
rank r on U , there is a n0(E) ∈ N such that for all n ≥ n0(E), χ(X, j∗En(mY )) ∈
{χ1(m), . . . , χN(m)}.
If dim(X) = 1, then X is smooth projective, so E has degree 0 ([EsnMeh10,
Cor. 2.2]), so one has χ(X,E(m)) = rχ(X,OX(m)) by Riemann-Roch on curves. So
we may assume dimX ≥ 2.
In general, we reduce to the 2-dimensional case as follows. Let d = dim(X) ≥ 3.
We choose a Noether normalization h : X → Pd over k. This defines the open U of
the product of the dual projective spaces ((Pd)∨)d−2, whose points x ∈ U parametrize
intersections of hyperplanes Hx := (H1,x∩ . . .∩Hd−2,x)→ P
d such that h∗Hx =: Yx ⊂
X ⊗k κ(x) intersects X \ U properly. Here κ(x) is the residue field of x. The open U
is non-empty, and irreducible.
Lemma 2.2. Let SpecK
x
−→ U be a geometric generic point, ix : Yx → X ⊗k K be
the corresponding closed embedding, jYx : Vx = (U ⊗k K) ∩ Yx → Yx. Then
i) Yx is a projective normal irreducible 2-dimensional variety;
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ii) For any vector bundle E on U , i∗xj∗E = (jYx)∗(ix|U⊗kK)
∗E.
Proof. For a vector bundle E, the sheaf h∗j∗E is reflexive, thus is locally free outside of
codimension ≥ 3 as Pd is smooth. So there is a non-empty open UE ⊂ U defined over k,
such that for any x ∈ UE , Yx is smooth in codimension 1 and h∗(j∗E|Yx) = (h∗j∗E)|Hx
is locally free. In particular, (j∗E)|Yx = (j|Yx)∗E|Yx∩U is a reflexive sheaf on Yx.
Applied to OU , this yields OYx = (j|Yx)∗OU |Yx∩U , so Yx is normal, by Serre’s criterion
(see [Sei50, Thm. 7] for the original proof). By Artin vanishing theorem [SGA4,
Cor. 3.5], Yx is connected. As Yx is normal, Yx is irreducible. This shows i). One
does not need here x to be generic, a closed point x in UOU also does it. On the other
hand, the K-point x : SpecK → U factors through x : SpecK → UE ∩ UOU → U for
any E. This implies ii).

Corollary 2.3. Theorem 2.1 is true if and only if it is true for d = 2 over any
algebraically closed field k.
Proof. We apply A. Langer’s boundedness theorem [Lan04, Thm. 4.4]: let X be a
projective variety of dimension ≥ 3 over an algebraically closed field k, let S → X be a
dimension 2 complete intersection of very ample divisors Yi, 2 ≤ i ≤ dim(X), of some
linear system OX(1) = OX(Y ). Then fixing some polynomial χ(m) ∈ Q[m] and some
positive number µ, there are finitely many polynomials pi(m) ∈ Q[m] such that the
Hilbert polynomial χ(X,E(m)) of any pure sheaf E on X verifying χ(S,E|S(m)) =
χ(m) and µmax(E) ≤ µ is equal to one of the pi(m). Here µmax denotes the slope of a
maximal destabilizing subsheaf (lowest term in the Harder-Narasimhan filtration) of
E. So it remains to show: there exits a constant µ (depending only on (X,OX(1)) and
the rank), such that for any given (En)n as in Theorem 2.1, {µmax(En)} is bounded
above by µ for all but finitely many n.
Given a constant µ ∈ R, in order to show that µmax(En) ≤ µ for all n ≥ n0 (for
some n0 depending on {En}), it is enough to do it after base change XK → X over
an algebraically closed field K ⊃ k.
As in the situation of Lemma 2.2, we may consider the open U ′ in the product
((Pd)∨)d−1 corresponding to complete intersection curves in X of the form ∩d−1i=1Yi,
where Yi ∈ |OX(1)|, s = 1, . . . , d. Let η be the generic point of U
′, and Cη be the
corresponding curve in Xη. Then Cη is a projective nonsingular curve contained
entirely in Uη. (See e.g. [Jou83, Thm. 6.10]). We choose K to be an algebraic closure
of k(η) = k(U ′). Note that the resulting k-morphisms Cη → X and CK → X are flat,
since they are obtained from the flat morphism from I → X , where I ⊂ X ×k U
′ is
the incidence variety.
Hence, if E is any reflexive sheaf on X , any injective morphism of coherent sheaves
E1 → E remains so after pull-back to CK , which we may view as obtained by first
pulling back to XK , and then restricting to the closed subscheme CK ⊂ XK , which is
a smooth complete intersection curve in XK . In particular, if E1 ⊂ E is the maximal
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destabilizing subsheaf, then E1 |CK →֒ E |CK is a destabilizing subsheaf (perhaps not
maximal) of the same degree. By definition of µmax, it is thus enough to show that
{µmax(En|CK )} is bounded above by some µ, depending only on X , after possibly
omitting finitely many values of n.
Since for any torsion free sheaf V on CK , the Riemann-Roch theorem implies that
the degree of V is bounded above by the dimension of H0(CK , V ) plus some constant
depending only on CK and the rank of V , thus only on CK and r for V ⊂ En|CK , it is
enough to bound above H0(CK , V ) by a constant µ, for any such V ⊂ En |CK , after
possibly omitting finitely many values of n.
The maximal trivial sub F -divided sheaf of (En|CK )n is by definition (V ⊗ OCK )n
with F ∗(V ⊗OCK ) = V ⊗OCK , where V is a finite dimensional K-vector space of rank
≤ r. The decreasing sequence (H0(CK , En|CK ))n, where the inclusionH
0(CK , En|CK)→
H0(CK , En−1|CK ) is defined by the pull-back by Frobenius, thus stabilizes to V , for
n ≥ n0 for some natural number n0. This finishes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Corollary 2.3, we may assume that X has dimension 2. We
use below various standard facts about normal projective surfaces; details may for
example be found in the book [Ba01]; for finite generation of the Ne´ron-Severi group
of a surface, see [Mi80, V, Thm.3.25].
We denote by i : Y → X a smooth projective irreducible ample curve, by Σ = X\U
the singular locus of X , which thus consists of finitely many closed points (outside
Y ). Let π : X ′ → X be a desingularization such that π−1Σ is a strict normal
crossings divisor D = ∪x∈ΣDx, Dx = ∪iDx,i the irreducible components. We may
thus identify U with X ′\D. We note that NSΣ(X
′) := ⊕x,iZ·Dx,i ⊂ NS(X
′), and the
intersection form of NS(X ′) has negative definite restriction to this subgroup. We set
NS(X) = coker (⊕x,iZ ·Dx,i → NS(X
′)) so that NS(X) may be identified with the
Ne´ron-Severi group of X (of Weil divisor classes modulo algebraic equivalence). This
is a finitely generated abelian group; further, the orthogonal complement NSΣ(X
′)⊥
of NSΣ(X
′) naturally maps to NS(X), such that NSΣ(X
′)⊥ → NS(X) is injective
with finite cokernel. We also note that there is a natural, surjective homomorphism
Pic(U)→ NS(X) induced by the surjection Pic(X ′)→ Pic(U) obtained by restriction
of line bundles.
For each bundle V U on U , we define V = j∗V
U , V ′ = (π∗V )∨∨. Then V is a coherent
reflexive sheaf on X , and V ′ is a vector bundle on X ′. For any vector bundle V ′ on
X ′, we define c1(V
′) ∈ NS(X ′) and c2(V
′) ∈ Z as the images of the corresponding
algebraic Chern classes in CH∗(X
′).
With those notations, it is enough to show
i) the subset {c1(V
′
n)} ⊂ NS(X
′) is finite when VU = (V Un , σn) runs through all
rank r F -divided sheaves;
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ii) there is an M > 0 such that for each such VU , there is an n0(V
U) ≥ 0 such
that for all n ≥ n0(V
U), we have |c2(V
′
n)| ≤M in Z.
Indeed, if i) and ii) hold, then by the Riemann-Roch theorem on X ′, there is a finite
set of polynomials S ⊂ Q[m] such that
for all VU , χ(X ′, V ′n(mπ
∗Y )) ∈ S ⊂ Q[m], for all n ≥ n0(V
U).
One has
χ(X ′, V ′n(mπ
∗Y )) = χ(X, π∗V
′
n(mY ))− dimkH
0(X,R1π∗V
′
n).
But π∗V
′
n = Vn, and since Vn is generated along Σ by its sections defined on a
neighbourhood of Σ, so is π∗Vn generated by its sections on a neighbourhood of
π−1(Σ). Thus there is an OX′-linear homomorphism ⊕
r+1
1 OX′ → V
′
n defined in a
neighbourhood of D, which is surjective outside of codimension ≥ 2. Thus one has a
surjection
⊕r+11 R
1π∗OX′ ։ R
1π∗V
′
n
locally near Σ, and both sheaves are supported within Σ, which bounds the dimension
over k of H0(X,R1π∗V
′
n). This shows then Theorem 2.1, assuming i) and ii); we now
prove these. Note that our proof of boundedness of dimkH
0(X,R1π∗V
′
n) did not use
i) and ii), and so we may make use of this in the proof of i) and ii).
We denote by c1(V ) the image of c1(V
′) in NS(X). For a rank r F -divided sheaf
VU = (V Un , σn)n∈N on U , we first note that the sequence c1(Vn) in the finitely generated
abelian group NS(X) satisfies pnc1(Vn) = c1(V0) for all n ≥ 0, since a similar relation
holds between the determinant line bundles of V Un and V
U
0 . This implies that c1(Vn)
is torsion for all n. It also implies that for some positive integer δ depending only on
(X,Σ), δ · c1(V
′
n) ∈ NSΣ(X
′) ⊂ NS(X ′). Hence, for any V Un , we may uniquely write
δ · c1(V
′
n) =
∑
mx,i(V
′
n)Dx,i where mx,i ∈ Z, So the assertion for c1 is equivalent to
saying that the mx,i(V
′
n) are all bounded.
The matrix (Dx,i · Dx,j)ij is negative definite for any x, so boundedness of the
mx,i(V
′
n) is equivalent to the statement that the subset {c1(V
′
n) · Dx,i, ∀x, i} ⊂ Z is
bounded. We adapt Langer’s argument from [Lan00, Prop. 4.6].
We first write D =
∑
x,iDx,i also for the corresponding reduced divisor. Now,
consider the exact sequence
0→ V ′n → V
′
n(D)→ V
′
n(D)|D → 0.
Since π∗V
′
n = Vn is reflexive, so that π∗V
′
n = π∗V
′
n(D), we deduce that the boundary
homomorphism
H0(D, V ′n(D)|D)→ H
0(X,R1π∗V
′
n)
is injective. We had seen earlier that
dimH0(X,R1π∗V
′
n) ≤ (r + 1) dimH
0(X,R1π∗OX′).
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Thus
χ(V ′n(D)|D) ≤ h
0(V ′n(D)|D) ≤ C1
for a constant C1 > 0 depending only on X and r.
On the other hand, deg(V ′n|Dx,i) := c1(V
′
n) · Dx,i ≥ 0 for all x, i. Indeed, on a
neighbourhood of D, V ′n is spanned by (r + 1) global section outside of codimension
≥ 2, and det(V ′n) has a non-zero section on this neighbourhood, the divisor of which
intersects D in dimension ≤ 0. One thus has
C1 − rD
2 − rχ(OD)(2.1)
≥ χ(V ′n(D)|D)− rD
2 − rχ(OD) = χ(V
′
n|D)− rχ(OD) = deg(V
′
n|D) ≥ 0.
Since deg(V ′n|D) =
∑
x,i det(V
′
n) ·Dx,i where each term det(V
′
n) ·Dx,i ≥ 0, we conclude
that there is a constant C2 > 0 such that
0 ≤ c1(V
′
n) ·Dx,i ≤ C2 ∀x, i.
Thus there is a constant C3 > 0 such that
|mx,i(V
′
n)| ≤ C3 ∀x, i.
This finishes the proof for c1.
We show the statement for c2. The isomorphism (F
n)∗V Un → V
U
0 extends to an
injective OX′-linear map (F
n)∗V ′n → V
′
0 . Thus det(V
′
0) = p
ndet(V ′n) + An where
An =
∑
ax,i(n)Dx,i, ax,i(n) ∈ N. Thus (2.1) implies 0 ≤ ax,i(n) ≤ (p
n+1)C3. On the
other hand, the ideal sheaf of An on X
′ annihilates Qn = V
′
0/(F
n)∗Vn. Thus one has
induced surjections
V ′0 ։ V
′
0 |An , qn : V
′
0 |An։ Qn, (F
n)∗V ′n ։ Kn, with Kn := Ker(qn).
Let F denote any of the sheaves Qn, Kn, V
′
0 |An, each of which is a quotient of a
vector bundle of rank r on An. All three sheaves are generated by their global sections
outside a set of dimension ≤ 0 supported in D. So one has maps ⊕r1OAn → F with
cokernel supported in dimension ≤ 0, and thus
h1(F) ≤ rh1(OAn)
for each of the sheaves F , and further one has
H0(X,R1π∗OX)։ H
1(OAn).
So, one obtains from Riemann-Roch for OAn the existence of a constant C4 > 0
such that h0(OAn) = χ(OAn)+h
1(OAn) ≤ p
2nC4. One also has h
0(V ′0 |An) = χ(V
′
0 |An)+
h1(V ′0 |An) = deg(V
′
0 |An)+ rχ(OAn)+h
1(V ′0 |An). On the other hand, one has the exact
sequence
0→ H0(Kn)→ H
0(V ′0 |An)→ H
0(Qn)→ H
1(Kn).
Thus, using that deg(V ′0 |D) is bounded, there is a constant C5 > 0 such that h
0(F) ≤
p2nC5 for any of the choices of F . This, for F = Qn, and boundedness of h
1(F) imply,
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via the Riemann-Roch formula χ(Qn) =
1
2
c1(X) · ch1(Qn) + ch2(Qn), that here is a
constant C6 > 0 such that
|ch2(Qn)| ≤ p
2nC6.
Here we use the “numerical Chern character” ch(Qn) = ch1(Qn)+ch2(Qn) ∈ NS(X
′)⊕
1
2
Z. Now we use the definition of Qn to conclude |ch2(V
′
0)−p
2nch2(V
′
n)| ≤ p
2nC6. Thus
|ch2(V
′
n)| ≤
1
p2n
|ch2(V
′
0)|+ C6.
This shows boundedness for ch2(Vn). The statement for c1 (i.e., finiteness for possible
c1) shows now the statement for c2. This finishes the proof of the theorem.

3. First main theorem
Definition 3.1. Let C be a connected scheme of finite type defined over an alge-
braically closed field k. An F -divided sheaf E is a sequence (E0, E1, . . . , σ0, σ1, . . .)
of OC-coherent sheaves En on C, with OC-isomorphisms σn : En → F
∗En+1, where
F is the absolute Frobenius of C. The category of F -divided sheaves is constructed
by defining Hom(E ,V) as usual: one replaces En be its inverse image E
′
n on the n-
th Frobenius twist C(n) of C, the OC-isomorphism σn by σ
′
n;E
′
n → F
∗
nE
′
n+1, where
Fn : C
(n) → C(n+1), and then f ∈ Hom(E, V ) consists of fn ∈ HomC(n)(E
′
n, V
′
n)
commuting with the σ′n.
(We may abuse notation and write E = (E0, E1, . . .) to denote an F -divided sheaf,
suppressing the maps in the notation.)
If C is smooth, by Katz’ theorem [Gie75, Thm. 1.3], the category of F -divided
sheaves is equivalent to the category of O-coherent D-modules. The category is then
k-linear Tannakian.
We note that, even without smoothness, an F divided sheaf E = (E0, E1, . . .) has
component sheaves Ei which are locally free. This follows easily from an argument
with Fitting ideals, as in [dSan07, Lem. 6] (regularity is not needed for the argument
there, attributed to Shepherd-Barron).
The aim of this section is to prove the
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a normal projective variety defined over k = F¯p. Let U be
the regular locus. If πe´t1 (U) = 0, then there are no non-trivial stratified bundles on U .
Proposition 3.3. Let C be as in Definition 3.1.
i) The category of F -divided sheaves on C is k-linear, Tannakian.
ii) If f : C ′ → C is a universal homeomorphism, i.e. an integral surjective
and radical morphism, then f ∗ induces an equivalence of categories between
F -divided sheaves on C and on C ′.
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Proof. We prove ii). A fixed power of the absolute Frobenius FC of C factors through
C ′, so (FC)
N : C → C ′
f
−→ C. Given (V0, V1, . . . , τ0, τ1, . . .) on C, one defines En =
f ∗Vn, σn = f
∗τn.
We prove i). We refer to [Saa72] when C is smooth. By ii), we may assume that
C is reduced.
We show that the category is abelian. To this aim, we first assume that C is
irreducible. Let u : (V0, V1, . . .) → (W0,W1, . . .) be a morphism, and let r be the
generic rank of the image. Set Ln = Im
∧r Vn ⊂ Pn = ∧rWn; then Ln is a non-zero
subsheaf of rank 1 of the vector bundle Pn.
To say that L0 ⊂ P0 is a subbundle (which is equivalent to imV0 → W0 being a
subbundle of rank r), is equivalent to saying that for any point x ∈ C, with local
ring Ox, maximal ideal mx, and residue field k(x) = OX/mx, we have that the map
on fibres Lx ⊗Ox k(x) → Px ⊗Ox k(x) is non-trivial. If it was trivial, then for all
n, (Ln)x ⊂ Im(mx ⊗ (Pn)x) thus (L0)x ⊂ Im(m
pn
x ⊗Ox (P0)x) for arbitrarily large n,
which is impossible. Hence Im( V0 → W0) is a sub-bundle, and similarly for Vn →Wn
for any n. (Note that this is similar to the argument, alluded to above, in [dSan07,
Lem. 6], using Fitting ideals.)
So the image of u is a sub F -divided sheaf while restricted to the components of
C. In particular, at the intersections points of two components, the ranks are equal.
Since C is connected, all the ranks are equal. This shows that the category is abelian.
We show that the category of F -divided sheaves is k-linear, that is that the Homs
are finite dimensional k-vector spaces. It is enough to show that if i : Creg →֒ C
is the inclusion of the smooth locus, the restriction homomorphism HomC(V,W) →
HomCreg(i
∗V, i∗W) is injective, which is true as it is already injective in the vector
bundle category. This finishes the proof.

Choosing a rational point c ∈ C(k) defines a neutralization E 7→ E0|c of the
category, and thus a Tannaka group scheme πstrat(C) over k. (We drop the base
point c from the notations).
We now compare this definition with the definition of stratified modules given by
Saavedra, see [Saa72, Chap. VI, 1.2] and references in there. As this definition is not
used elsewhere in the paper, we use the terminology of “stratified module in the sense
of Saavedra” to refer to it.
Proposition 3.4. An F -divided sheaf E = (E0, E1, . . .) has the property that for all
i, Ei is a stratified module in the sense of Saavedra.
Proof. it is enough to show it for E0. Let C(n) = C
n
∆ be the formal completion of
Cn along the diagonal. Then C(n) = lim
−→m≥1
C(n)m = lim←−m≥0
C(n)pm where m means
modulo the m-th power of the ideal of the diagonal. The Frobenius Fm : Cn → Cn
which on functions raises a function to its pm-th power, yields a factorization Fm :
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C → C(n)pm
Φ(n)pm
−−−−→ C. So if E is F -divided in the sense of Proposition 3.3, one
defines the value of E on C(n)pm as (Φ(n)pm)
∗Em.

The normality assumption on X in Theorem 3.2 is reflected in the following The-
orem 3.5. In order to prove Theorem 3.2, we need only the case when C is smooth,
which is much easier, but we will use the full strength of Theorem 3.5 in Section 5.
Theorem 3.5. Let U be a smooth quasi-projective variety of dimension d ≥ 1 over
an algebraically closed field k, let ι : C →֒ U be a projective curve, which is a com-
plete intersection of (d − 1)-hypersurface sections. Then ι∗ : π
strat(C) → πstrat1 (U) is
surjective.
Proof. By [DM, Prop. 2.21], one has to show that ι∗ is fully faithful and that if
V = (Vn)n is a F -divided sheaf on U , and W = (Wn)n ⊂ ι
∗V is an F -divided sheaf
on C, then W = ι∗W˜ for some sub-F -divided sheaf W˜ ⊂ V. Full faithfulness follows
from the unicity up to isomorphism of W˜ ⊂ V with the property that ι∗ of this
inclusion is W ⊂ ι∗V.
By definition of a F -divided sheaf as a crystal in the infinitesimal site of C , the
inclusion W ⊂ ι∗V lifts to UˆC , the completion of U along C. By an improved Lef
condition, as formulated and proven in the Appendix A, Theorem 9, it implies that
each subbundle Wn →֒ ι
∗Vn lifts to a sub-bundle W
′
n →֒ j
∗
nVn on some non-trivial
open jn : Un →֒ U which contains C. Thus U \ Un consists of a closed subset of
codimension ≥ 2, and W ′n|C = Wn. Then, by the usual Lef condition ([SGA2,
Exp. 10, Ex. 2.1 (1)]), the section of (F ∗Wn+1)
∨ ⊗ Wn lifts to a uniquely defined
section of (F ∗W ′n+1)
∨ ⊗W ′n on the open Un+1 ∩ Un which is also the complement of
a closed subset of codimension ≥ 2 in U . We define W˜n := jn∗W
′
n. It is a torsion-free
coherent subsheaf of Vn. Moreover, since, as U is smooth thus F is faithfully flat,
F ∗j∗ = j∗F
∗ for any open embedding j : U \ Σ → U , where Σ is any closed subset
(here taken to be Σ = U \Un∩Un+1), we deduce that W˜n ⊂ Vn defines a sub-F -divided
sheaf (and is locally free). 
Lemma 3.6. Let X be a projective normal variety defined over an algebraically closed
field k, let j : U → X be the open embedding of its regular locus.
i) If E = (E0, E1, . . . , σ0, σ1, . . .) and E
′ = (E ′0, E
′
1, . . . , σ
′
0, σ
′
1, . . .) are two strati-
fied bundles on U with isomorphic underlying vector bundles En, E
′
n for all n,
then the two F -divided sheaves are isomorphic. In particular, E is trivial if
and only if the vector bundles En are trivial.
ii) Let I = (O,O, . . . , id, id, . . .) be the trivial object on U . Then the Ext group
in the category of stratified bundles fulfills: Ext1(I, I) ∼= H1e´t(U,Z/p)⊗Fp k.
Proof. We prove i). Following [Gie75, Prop. 1.7], one just has to see that for any vector
bundle V on U , H0(U, V ) is a finite dimensional k-vector space, which is fulfilled as
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H0(U, V ) = H0(X, j∗V ) and j∗V is a coherent sheaf. Then HomU(En, E
′
n) satisfies
the Mittag-Leffler condition, and the proof given in [Gie75, Prop. 1.7] applies.
sections Then over k.
We prove ii). By i) and [dSan07, (9)], one has Ext1(I, I) ⊂ H1e´t(U,Z/p)⊗k. On the
other hand, a Z/p-torsor h : V → U defines the stratified bundle h∗OV , which is a
successive extension of I by I. The bottom sub of rank 2 defines a class in Ext1(I, I)
with image h. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let ι : C → U be a curve which is a complete intersection
of (dimX − 1) hyperplane sections Yi for the same very ample linear system |Y | on
X of very high degree. As argued in the proof of Corollary 2.3, C is contained in
U , and is smooth by [Poo04, Thm. 1.1] (which applies also over a finite field and to
quasi-projective varieties.)
Let E be a non-trivial stratified bundle on U . By [EsnMeh10, Prop. 2.3] and
[EsnMeh10b], there is a n0 ≥ 0 such that the stratified bundle
(ι∗En−n0, ι
∗σn−n0)(n−n0)≥0
is a successive extension of stratified bundles (Un, σn)n≥0 with the property that all
Un are µ-stable bundles of slope 0 on C. By Theorem 3.5, there are (Vn, τn)n≥0 on
U such that (Un, σn)n≥0 = ι
∗(Vn, τn)n≥0, and those are irreducible objects. Then
by Lemma 3.6 ii), if (Vn, τn) is trivial, so is (En, σn). So we may assume that E is
irreducible and that ι∗En is µ-stable for all n ≥ 0.
By Theorem 2.1, there are finitely many polynomials χ1(m), . . . , χN(m) ∈ Q[m]
describing the Hilbert polynomials χ(X, j∗En(mY )). Let P ⊂ Q[m] denote this set
of polynomials. Let M be the disjoint union of the moduli Mi =M(χi), i = 1, . . . , N
of χi-stable (in fact the moduli points of interest for us are even µ-stable, thus χi-
stable, see [HuyLeh97, Lem. 1.2.13]) torsion-free coherent sheaves on X , of Hilbert
polynomial χi(m) [Lan04, Thm. 0.2]. Recall that M(χi) uniformly corepresents the
functor from the category of schemes over k to the one of sets, which assigns to any
T/k the set MX(χi)(T ) of isomorphism classes of coherent sheaves E on X ×k T ,
flat over T , which are pure and χi-stable on all geometric fibers of the projection
X ×k T → T . It is a quasi-projective scheme. The sheaves j∗En define moduli points
[j∗En] ∈M(k). Let Nt ⊂M be the reduced subschemes defined as the Zariski closure
of the subset of closed points [j∗En], n ≥ t. By the noetherian property, the decreasing
sequence of subschemes Nt stabilizes to N say.
Let us denote by σ : Spec k → Spec k the Frobenius homomorphism of the ground
field k; by X(1) = X⊗σ k, U
(1) = U ×σ k, Y
(1) = Y ⊗σ k, C
(1) = C⊗σ k the Frobenius
twists of X , U , Y and C respectively; by W : X(1) → X the base change morphism
over σ, that is the canonical projection, which is an isomorphism of schemes; by
j(1) : U (1) → X(1) the open embedding, which is the base change by σ of j. One has
j(1)∗ W |
∗
U (1)En =W
∗j∗En,
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thus χ(X, j∗En(mY )) = χ(X
(1), j
(1)
∗ W |∗U (1)En(mY
(1))), and deg(En|C) = deg(W
∗En)|C(1).
So stability is preserved. Let M
(1)
i and M
(1) be the corresponding moduli schemes.
Then W ∗ is a transformation from the moduli functor for coherent sheaves on X to
the one for coherent sheaves on X(1), which is invertible. Thus it defines a morphism
Mi → M
(1)
i over σ, which is an isomorphism of schemes, in particular a bijection on
k-points. One defines N
(1)
t and N
(1) associated to the moduli points [W ∗j∗En], n ∈ N,
as reduced subschemes. Then W ∗ : N → N (1) induces an isomorphism of schemes.
We denote by (W ∗)−1 : N (1) → N its inverse.
Our next goal is to construct a rational map Φ : N (1) 99K N which is defined on
a neighbourhood of a dense set of the closed points [j∗En] as above, and such that
Φ([W ∗j∗En]) = [j∗F
∗En].
If we construct a rational map Φ˜ : N (1) 99K M =
∐
Mi which is a morphism on
a neighbourhood of a dense set of the closed points [j∗En] as above, and satisfies
Φ([W ∗j∗En]) = [j∗F
∗En], then in fact Φ˜ factors through N , and has dense image in
N .
If H is a coherent sheaf on a product variety T ×k X , one sets Ht = H ⊗(T×kX)
(t ×k X) for the pull-back coherent sheaf for any morphism of schemes t → T . We
use in the sequel a variant of [Har80, Prop. 1.1]:
Lemma 3.7. Let X be a projective normal variety over k, T be a smooth quasi-
projective variety over k, H be a reflexive sheaf over T ×kX. Then the locus of points
t ∈ T such that Ht is reflexive is a constructible subset of T .
Proof. On a normal quasi-projective scheme Z, a coherent sheaf E is reflexive if and
only if there is an exact sequence 0→ E → L → F → 0 where L is locally free and F
is torsion free. [To obtain this sequence, one uses quasi-projectivity to write an exact
sequence L′∨ → L∨ → E∨ → 0, where ∨ denotes the dual, and where L,L′ are locally
free, then normality of Z and reflexivity of E to obtain the desired exact sequence
using that the natural morphism E → (E∨)∨ is an isomorphism. Conversely, if one
has such an exact sequence, E is torsion free and the cokernel of E → (E∨)∨ lies in F ,
thus has to be zero as F is torsion free.]
Applying this to Z = T ×k X and Z = t ×k X , we see that Ht is reflexive if and
only if the sheaves Ht and H
′
t on t ×k X are torsion free. Indeed, if H
′
t is torsion
free, then the criterion implies that Ker(Lt → H
′
t) is reflexive. If in addition Ht is
torsion free, then the surjective morphism Ht → Ker(Lt → H
′
t) is injective, thus an
isomorphism. Vice-versa, if Ht is reflexive, then it is torsion free thus Ht → Lt has
to be injective, and thus the surjective morphism Ht → Ker(Lt → H
′
t) has to be an
isomorphism, thus one has an exact sequence 0 → Ht → Lt → H
′
t → 0, and taking
again double duals, one concludes that H′t → ((H
′
t)
∨)∨ is injective, thus H′t is torsion
free. On the other hand, the locus of points t ∈ T for which Ht and H
′
t are torsion
free is constructible ([EGAIV, Prop. 9.4.8]).

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Restricting the Quot-scheme construction [HuyLeh97, Thms. 4.3.3, 4.3.4] of M
to N yields the existence of a quasi-projective scheme T over k, a G := PGL(n)
free action on T , for some natural number n, such that N is the categorial quotient
N = T/G of T by G, together with a G˜ = GL(n)-linearized coherent sheaf E on
T ×k X , flat over T , such that for all geometric points t ∈ T , the point t ∈ N is
the moduli point of the restriction Et of E to t ×k X , which is stable and of Hilbert
polynomial χ.
We define the sheaf E ′ = (1×j)∗(1×j)
∗E . Then E ′ is coherent, G˜-linearized and one
has a G˜-morphism ρ : E → E ′. For a subscheme T ′ ⊂ T , we denote by ρT ′ : ET ′ → E
′
T ′
the restriction of ρ to T ′ ×k X .
Claim 3.8. There is a smooth dense open G-invariant subscheme T ′ ⊂ T such that
the restriction ρT ′ of ρ is an isomorphism, and such that for all geometric points t ∈ T
′,
the sheaf Et|t×kU is locally free and ρt : Et → E
′
t and Et → jt∗j
∗
t Et are isomorphisms.
Proof. The connected components of the smooth locus of T are clearly G-stable, and
so we may replace T by any connected component of its smooth locus, for the purposes
of this claim. So we may assume here that T is smooth and connected.
Let S denote the (dense) set of points [j∗En] ∈ N , and let S
1 = S ×N T . For any
closed point s ∈ S1, the local ring Os,T is a regular local ring, so that the ideal sheaf
of the closed subscheme {s}×X ⊂ T×X is everywhere locally generated by a regular
sequence. Further, X is normal, and Es = j∗j
∗Es, where j
∗Es is locally free, and so
Es satisfies Serre’s property (S2). By repeatedly applying [EGAIV, Prop. 5.12.2] we
conclude that E satisfies Serre’s property (S2) on T × X at all points of {s} × X ,
for each s ∈ S1. Hence there is an open subscheme T ×k X containing S
1 on which
E satisfies (S2) (namely, the open where E → (E
∨)∨ is an isomorphism). This is
G-invariant, and has a maximal open subset of the form T 1×X with T 1 ⊂ T an open
subscheme containing S1; clearly T 1 is also G-invariant.
On T 1×kX , ρT 1 : ET 1 → E
′
T 1 = (1T 1×j)∗(1T 1×j)
∗ET 1 is an isomorphism, since ET1
atisfies (S2) and ρT 1 is an isomorphism on a dense open subscheme with complement
of codimension ≥ 2. We slightly abuse notations, and write ET 1 = E
′
T 1. The set S
1
lies in T 1 and is dense.
On the other hand, for all s ∈ S1, E|s×kU is locally free. Thus the largest open
subscheme of T 2 ×k U on which E is locally free is not empty. It is G-invariant. Its
projection to T 2 is a constructible subset, which contains the dense subset S1. Thus
it contains a dense open subscheme. The maximal such open T 2 is G-invariant, dense
in T 1, and by definition, E|t×kU is locally free for all geometric t ∈ T
2.
Finally we apply Lemma 3.7, to conclude that there is a constructible subset T 3 ⊂
T 2, which is G-invariant, and contains the dense subset S1, consisting of the points
t ∈ T 2 such that Et is reflexive. The largest open subset T
′ ⊂ T 3 is then also G-
invariant, and S1 ∩ T ′ is dense in it. For t ∈ T ′, we then have that Et → jt∗j
∗
t Et is an
isomorphism, since Et is reflexive.
This finishes the proof. 
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We abuse notations, denote by T this open, by S ⊂ T the dense set of points, and
simply by E → E ′ the isomorphism. So T/G is a dense open subscheme of N , in which
S ∩ (T/G) is dense.
We perform the Quot-scheme construction on X(1), N (1), defining the smooth G-
invariant scheme T (1), with free G-action, such that T (1)/G →֒ N (1) is open dense,
contained in the smooth locus, contains a dense open set of k-points from S(1), and
defining the reflexive sheaf E (1) on T (1) ×k X
(1), locally free on T (1) ×k U
(1), flat over
T (1), χ-stable and reflexive on closed fibers. We denote by F/k : X → X
(1) the relative
Frobenius morphism.
Claim 3.9. For each connected component T0 of T , there are a polynomial χ
′(m) ∈
Q[m], with χ′(m) ∈ P, and a smooth dense open G-invariant subscheme T (1) ⊂ T
(1)
0 ,
such that S(1) ×N(1) T
(1) ⊂ T (1) is dense, and such that for all geometric points
t ∈ T (1), (1t × j)∗(1t × F/k)
∗(1t × j
(1))∗E
(1)
t is χ
′-stable.
Proof. We define V = (1T0 × j)∗(1T0 × F/k)
∗(1T0 × j)
∗E (1), which is G˜-invariant, and
apply for V a similar argument as for E . We conclude that there is a maximal
smooth open subscheme T (1) of T
(1)
0 , which is G-invariant, on which V is T
(1)-flat,
thus of constant Hilbert polynomial χ′(m) ∈ Q[m] on geometric fibers, and stable
and reflexive on geometric fibers, of value (1t × j)∗(1t × F/k)
∗(1t × j
(1))∗E
(1)
t . And by
construction, S(1) ×N(1) T
(1) ⊂ T (1) is dense. 
Let M(χ′) be the moduli scheme of χ′-stable sheaves on X . The sheaf V induces
a morphism T (1) → M(χ′) which sends a geometric point t to the moduli point
of (1t × j)∗(1t × F/k)
∗(1t × j
(1))∗E
(1)
t . This morphism is G-invariant, thus induces
a morphism U
(1)
0 = T
(1)/G → M(χ′). Let U0 = (W
∗)−1(U
(1)
0 ), and let U be the
(disjoint) union of the U0. Then U ⊂ N is a dense open subscheme contained in the
smooth locus of N . There is thus a well-defined morphism U (1) → N and it may be
viewed as a rational dominant map Φ : N (1) 99K N , called the Verschiebung map (see
[Oss06, App. A]).
Let Γ′ be the closure of the graph of Φ in U (1) ×k U . Then Γ
′ ⊂ U (1) ×k U is a
closed reduced subscheme, which is birational to U (1) via the first projection, and
dominates U via the second projection. We define Γ ⊂ U ×k U by base change via
(W ∗)−1 on U (1). This defines an isomorphism of schemes Γ→ Γ′, and Γ is birational
to U via the first projection and dominant onto U via the second projection. Thus
Γ is a rational dominant map. As U has finitely many components, a power of this
rational map stabilizes them. We apply [EsnMeh10, Thm. 3.14], an application of
Hrushovski’s theorem [Hru04, Cor. 1.2], to conclude that U contains k-points [j∗E], for
[j∗E] ∈ U(k), such that (F
a)∗E = E for some a ∈ N \ {0}, and E defines a F -divided
sheaf. By [LS77, Satz 1.4], this equation defines a finite e´tale cover τ : U ′ → U ,
restricting to τC : C
′ → C to C. As U is simply connected, τ is trivial, so is τC .
Thus (τC)∗OC′ is trivial, and so is ι
∗E ⊂ (τC)∗OC′ . Thus by Theorem 3.5, E is trivial
as well. This is a contradiction if r ≥ 2. For r = 1, we use in addition that the
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points [j∗E] constructed are dense in U , and therefore U = [OX ]. Thus En = OU for
infinitely many n, thus by Lemma 3.6 i), the F -divided sheaf (En)n is trivial. This
finishes the proof.

Remark 3.10. In Theorem 3.2 one has a geometric assumption, X being normal,
and an arithmetic one, k = F¯p.
The geometric assumption is necessary to define, for each stratified bundle E =
(En, σn)n≥0 on U , an extension j∗En on X for which one can show the boundedness
theorem 2.1. If U does not admit a normal compactification with boundary of codi-
mension ≥ 2, we do not know how to bound the family of En, even if we assume that
E is regular singular. The analogous question in complex geometry is interesting. We
asked P. Deligne whether over C, given a smooth compactification j : U → X such
that the boundary X \U is a normal crossings divisor, the set of all Deligne canonical
extensions (EX ,∇X) of regular singular algebraic flat connections (E,∇) on U of
bounded rank fulfills: the set {ci(EX)} in the Betti cohomology algebra ⊕iH
2i(U,Z)
is bounded. The answer is yes [Del14]; the proof, which is non-algebraic, uses as a key
tool, that the topological fundamental group is finitely generated, and thus there is an
affine Betti moduli space, etc. Our aim in this article is precisely to overcome the lack
of such a finitely generated abstract group which controls OX -coherent DX-modules.
As for the arithmetic assumption, we could drop it, if we had a specialization
homomorphism on the e´tale fundamental group with suitable properties. We discuss
this in Section 4.
4. Specialization
In [SGA1, X], Grothendieck shows the existence of a continuous specialization
homomorphism πe´t1 (XK¯) → π
e´t
1 (Xk¯) for f : X → S a proper morphism, with geo-
metric connected fibers, that is f∗OX = OS, S integral, K the function field of S
and Spec k → S a closed point ([SGA1, p. 207]) and he shows in [SGA1, Cor. 2.3]
that this morphism is surjective if f is separable. Moreover it is shown in [SGA1,
XIII, Thm. 2.4] that the existence of the specialization homomorphism extends to
the tame fundamental group πe´t,t1 (UK¯) → π
e´t,t
1 (Uk¯) if U → S is the complement of a
relative normal crossings divisor in f : X → S, satisfying the previous assumptions,
proper with f∗OX = OS. This specialization homomorphism is an isomorphism on
the prime to p-quotient. That the tameness is necessary is of course visible already
for X = P1, U = A1, S = SpecZ as here πe´t,t1 (UK¯) = π
e´t
1 (UK¯) = 0 while π
e´t
1 (Uk¯)
is as huge as Abhyankar’s conjecture predicts. The aim of this section is to show
the existence of examples in pure characteristic p > 0 over a base, for which over
the geometric generic fiber, the fundamental group has no Z/p-quotient, that is the
variety has no Artin-Schreier covering, while for all geometric fibers of it over F¯p, it
does have such non-trivial coverings.
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Let k = F¯p, C
′ ⊂ P2 be a smooth elliptic curve, K be k(C ′), xi : SpecK → C
′, i =
1, . . . , 9 be 9 K-valued points such that if X → P2K is the blow up of those points,
with strict transform CK of C
′
K , then OCK (CK) ∈ Pic
0(CK) is not torsion (this is
arranged by choosing 8 points to be distinct k-points, base-changed, and the ninth
to be a k-generic point). Here X is defined over K, and so is U = X \ CK . We take
a model XR → SpecR of X → SpecK, where SpecR is a non-empty open in C
′
0/Fq
where C ′0/Fq descends C
′/k, over which the xi are rational, and are disjoint sections.
So C ⊂ X over K has a model CR ⊂ XR over R and UR := XR \CR → SpecR is the
complement of a strict relative normal crossings divisor.
Lemma 4.1. For any closed point a : SpecFqm → SpecR,
i) Γ(Ua,O) has transcendence degree 1 over Fqm;
ii) H1e´t(Ux ⊗Fqm k,Z/p) 6= 0;
iii) πe´t1 (Ua ⊗Fqm k) 6= 0.
Proof. Clearly i) implies ii) as the residue class of a transcendental element in
Γ(Ux ⊗Fqm k,O)/Im(F − 1) ⊂ H
1
e´t(U ⊗Fqm k,Z/p)
is non-trivial, and ii) implies iii) by definition.
We show i). One has
H0(Ua,O)/Fqm = lim−→
n∈N
H0(OnCa(nCa)) = lim−→
n∈N
H0(OrnCa(rnCa))
where r is the torsion order ofOCa(Ca). One easily computes that dimkH
0(OrnCa(rnCa)) =
(n + 1), and that, as a Fqm-algebra, H
0(Ua,O) is spanned by any element t whose
image spans H0(OrC(rC)). Thus Γ(Ua,O) = Fqm [t].

Lemma 4.2. One has
i) Γ(UK ,O) = K;
ii) H1e´t(UK¯ ,Z/p) = 0.
Proof. The condition on OC(C) ∈ Pic
0(C) not being torsion implies H i(OnC(nC)) =
0 for all n ≥ 1 and i = 0, 1. This immediately implies that i), and also ii), as
H1e´t(UK¯ ,Z/p) =
(
lim
−→n∈N
H1(OnC(nC))
)F=1
.

Remark 4.3. It would be desirable to understand whether or not πe´t1 (UK¯) = 0. This
is equivalent to saying that for any finite e´tale map h : V → U , H1e´t(V,Z/p) = 0. For
any finite flat map h : V → U , such that V is integral, one hasH0(V,OV ) = k. Indeed,
H0(V,O) is then a finite k = H0(U,O)-algebra, thus is an artinian k-algebra, and is
integral, thus is equal to k. But this is not enough to conclude that H1e´t(V,Z/p) = 0
and we have not succeeded in computing it.
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5. Some theorems over any field
5.1. A purely geometric example. As A1 has a huge fundamental group in posi-
tive characteristic, it is not easy to find examples of smooth non-proper simply con-
nected varieties which are not simply the complement of a codimension ≥ 2 subscheme
in a smooth projective simply connected variety. We construct in this section a simple
example of a normal surface for which the maximal smooth open subvariety is simply
connected.
Let Y be a projective smooth variety over an algebraically closed field k of char-
acteristic p, and let L = OY (∆) be a line bundle, where ∆ is a non-empty effective
divisor. We define
U = P(OY ⊕ L) \∞-section,
so f : U → Y is the total space of the geometric line bundle L. Note that if
L is globally generated and ample, then U also appears as the complement of the
vertex of the corresponding normal projective cone X over Y (which is Proj ⊕n≥0
H0(Y, Symn(OY ⊕ L))). This also gives concrete examples as in Theorem 3.2, where
we can get the conclusion in an alternate way, because of the special geometry.
Proposition 5.1. i) f∗ : π
e´t
1 (U) → π
e´t
1 (Y ) is an isomorphism, and f
∗ induces
an isomorphism on the category of stratified bundles.
ii) If πe´t1 (Y ) = 0, there are no non-trivial stratified bundles on U .
Proof. ii): we apply i) and [EsnMeh10, Thm. 1.1] to Y . We are left with i): the
section σ0 : OY (−∆) → OY induces Sym OY (−∆) → Sym OY thus a morphism
σ : Y ×kA
1 → U which is an isomorphism on U \f−1(∆), is birational dominant. We
fix base points (y0 ∈ Y , 0 ∈ A
1), where y0 ∈ supp(∆), and set σ(y0, 0) = x0. Thus
σ∗ : π
e´t
1 (Y ×k A
1, (y0, 0)) → π
e´t
1 (U, x0) is surjective. One has the Ku¨nneth formula
πe´t1 (Y ×kA
1, (y0, 0)) = π
e´t
1 (Y, y0)×π
e´t
1 (A
1, 0) as Y is proper [SGA1, Exp. X, Cor. 1.9].
Furthermore, σ(y0 × A
1) = x0, so that the composition {y0} × A
1 → U induces the
trivial homomorphism on fundamental groups. Hence the morphism Y × {0} → U ,
induced by restricting σ, is a surjection on fundamental groups, which must be an
isomorphism, as seen by composing with the projection f : U → Y . Hence f induces
an isomorphism on fundamental groups as well.
On the other hand, the Ku¨nneth formula holds for the stratified fundamental group
[Gie75, Prop. 2.4]. Thus a very similar argument shows that if E is stratified on U ,
σ∗(E) = p∗Y (E
′) for some E ′ on Y , pY : Y ×k A
1 → Y . So E and f ∗(E ′) are
isomorphic on a non-trivial open of U , thus are isomorphic. Indeed πstrat(U) →
πstrat(X) is surjective ([Phu12, Comment before Thm.3.5] and [Kin14, Lem. 2.5]).
Again restricting to the 0-section shows E ′ is unique.

5.2. Second main theorem. The aim of this section is to give a general statement
which does not require k to be isomorphic to the algebraic closure of a finite field. The
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proof is a simple application of Theorem 3.5. It is nonethelss worth being mentioned
as it yields new concrete examples, see 5.4.
Theorem 5.2. Let X be a normal projective variety of dimension d ≥ 1, defined
over an algebraically closed field k. Let U be its regular locus. If πe´t1 (U) = 0, and U
contains a projective curve C, intersection of (d − 1)-hyperplane sections, such that
πe´t1 (C) is abelian, then there are no non-trivial OX-coherent DX-module on U .
Proposition 5.3. Let C → U be a proper subscheme of a smooth quasi-projective va-
riety defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0. If πstrat(C)→
πstrat(U) is surjective, then any OX-coherent DX-module on U which is an extension
of I by itself has finite monodromy.
Proof. As Ext1C(I, I) = H
1
e´t(C,Z/p)⊗Fp k ([dSan07, (9)]), restriction to C of any OX-
coherent DX-module on U which is an extension of I by itself has finite monodromy,
thus by the surjectivity πstrat(C) → πstrat(U), any OX -coherent DX-module on U
which is an extension of I by itself has finite monodromy as well.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. By Proposition 3.3 ii), we may assume that C is semi-normal.
This implies that
i) either all components of C are smooth rational curves and the homology of
the dual graph of C is 0 (so the graph is a tree) or 1-dimensional,
ii) or else C is the union C ′∪C ′′, where C ′ is a tree of smooth rational curves, and
C ′′ is irreducible, so is either a smooth elliptic curve or an irreducible rational
with one node (called 1-nodal curve in the sequel), and C ′ ∩ C ′′ consists of
one point.
For any smooth irreducible component C0 of C, π
strat(C0) is trivial if C0 is rational,
and abelian if C0 is an elliptic curve ([Gie75, p. 71]). If the graph is a tree, then the
bundles En of a F -divided sheaf E = (En, σn)n∈N on C are uniquely determined by
their restriction to the components Ei, so π
strat(C) is 0 if all components are rational,
else (case (ii) above) is equal to πstrat(C ′′).
Assume C is a graph of rational curves with 1-dimensional homology. One shows
easily that any indecomposable vector bundle of rank r on C, whose pull-back to
the normalization is trivial, must be isomorphic to L⊗Er, where L is a line bundle,
and Er is the unique indecomposable vector bundle of rank r which is unipotent
(multiple extension of OC). Indeed, we may write C = C1 ∪ C2 where C1 is a tree of
smooth rational curves, C2 an irreducible rational curve, and C1 ∩C2 consists of two
points. Then trivializing the restriction of the bundle to C1 and C2 in a compatible
manner at one of the intersection points of C1 and C2, the bundle is determined up
to isomorphism by the conjugacy class of the element of GLr(k) given by the glueing
data at the second point of C1 ∩C2. Using the Jordan canonical form we deduce the
description of bundles.
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A similar description holds when C = C ′∪C ′′, where C ′ is a tree of smooth rational
curves, and C ′′ is 1-nodal. In both of these cases, we note the resemblance to the
Atiyah classification of indecomposable bundles on elliptic curves.
The proof in [Gie75, p. 71] for elliptic curves, that πstrat is abelian, (since any
irreducible OX-coherent DX-module is of rank 1, which results from the explicit
description using Atiyah’s classification), adapts to the other two remaining cases.
It shows that in the situation where the homology of the graph is 1-dimensional, and
where one component is 1-nodal, πstrat is again abelian. There is a simplification
resulting from the fact that Pic0 has no p-torsion, so that line bundles which admit
anOX -coherent DX-module admit only one.
By Theorem 3.5, this implies that πstrat(U) is abelian, so all irreducible objects
have rank 1. Since πe´t1 (U) = 0 implies in particular that Pic (U) is finitely generated,
the rank 1 objects are trivial, so all we have to understand are extensions of I by itself
when πe´t1 (C) is not-trivial. We apply Proposition 5.3 to conclude. 
Example 5.4. Assume char. k 6= 2, 3. A non-trivial example of Theorem 5.2 is as
follows. Let X ⊂ P3 be given by an equation
f(x, y, z)w + g(x, y, z) = 0
where f = 0 defines a smooth plane cubic, and g = 0 is a plane quartic which (i)
intersects the plane cubic f = 0 transversally, and (ii) has abelian e´tale fundamental
group, so that it is singular. Thus the semi-normalization of (g = 0) is as described
in the proof of Theorem 5.2.
It is easy to see that X has a unique singular point, given by P = {x = y = z =
0, w = 1}, whose complement U contains the ample curve given by w = 0, which is
the plane curve g = 0. One also sees that the blow up π : X˜ → X of X at its singular
point is identified with the blow up of P2 at the 12 points given by f = g = 0, and the
exceptional divisor π−1(P ) is identified with the strict transform of the plane cubic
f = 0 under the blow-up of P2.
The surface U satisfies πe´t1 (U) = 0, because (i) the existence of the ample curve
C with abelian fundamental group implies that the fundamental group of U is also
abelian (ii) using that U = X \ {P} is identifed with an open subset of the blow-up
of P2 obtained by removing the strict transform of the cubic f = 0, we see that the
tame fundamental group of U is trivial (iii) a direct computuation now shows also
that H1e´t(U,Z/pZ) = 0 by considering the Frobenius action on H
1(U,OU).
Here are some explicit examples: assume char.k 6= 2, 3; take f = x3+ y3+ z3. The
following choices of g satisfy the conditions above:
(i) g = x4+ay3z, where a = 1 or −1 depending on p (here g = 0 is simply connected)
(ii) g = (x2 + ay2 − 4z2)(x2 + by2 − 4z2), where a 6= b are suitably chosen, depending
on p (here g = 0 consists of 2 conics tangent at 2 points, so has abelian fundamental
group); a variant is obtained by taking b = 0, so that the quartic g = 0 is the union
of a conic and two tangent lines.
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Remark 5.5. In the above example, X is a normal quartic surface with a unique
singular point, whose complement U is simply connected, when U contains a “special”
singular hyperplane section. It seems plausible to guess that U is simply connected
for any such quartic with a triple point, even if no such special hyperplane section
exists.
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Appendix A. Algebraization of formal morphisms and formal
subbundles, by Jean-Benoˆıt Bost
In this Appendix, we establish the algebraicity criterion for vector bundles on which
the proof of Theorem 3.5 relies.
Our derivation of this criterion relies on two classical results: an algebraicity cri-
terion for formal subschemes, which already appears in [Bos01] in a quasi-projective
setting, and actually is a straightforward consequence of the study by Hartshorne
([Har68]) of the fields of meromorphic functions on some formal schemes, and a con-
nectedness theorem a` la Bertini–Fulton–Hansen ([FH79]).
In the first two sections of this Appendix, we recall these two results in a form
suitable for our purposes. Then we prove an algebraicity criterion concerning for-
mal morphisms, from which we finally deduce algebraicity results for formal vector
bundles.
Let us also mention that the type of algebraicity results discussed in this Appendix
originates in Grothendieck’s seminar SGA2 ([Gro68]) and in the work of Hironaka
and Matsumura ([Hir68], [HM68]).
We denote by k an algebraically closed field. All k-schemes are assumed to be
separated, of finite type over k.
In this Appendix, we could have worked with quasi-projective k-schemes only. Our
results still hold in this quasi-projective setting1, which would be enough for the proof
of Theorem 3.5. Actually several of our arguments become more elementary in this
setting; this is for instance the case of the proofs of Theorem 2 and Proposition 5.
The exposition of the results in this Appendix has benefited from the suggestions
of an anonymous referee, to whom I am grateful.
A.1. Algebraization of formal subschemes. Let Z be a k-scheme over k, and Y
a closed subscheme of Z. We shall denote by i : Y →֒ Z the inclusion morphism, and
by ẐY the formal completion of Z along Y .
Let V̂ be a closed k-formal subscheme of ẐY , which admits Y as scheme of def-
inition2 and which is formally smooth over k (or equivalently is regular), of pure
dimension d. The Zariski closure V̂ is the smallest closed subscheme of Z which,
considered as a formal scheme, contains V̂ , or equivalently, the smallest closed sub-
scheme of Z which contains Y and whose formal completion along Y contains V̂ . The
smoothness of V̂ implies that V̂ is reduced, and is irreducible if Y is connected. The
dimension of V̂ is at least d.
Proposition 1. With the above notation, the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) The Zariski closure V̂ of V̂ in Z has dimension d.
1This is formal, but for the implication (1) ⇒ (2) in Proposition 1; however, the validity of the
quasi-projective version of this implication directly follows from its proof below.
2In other words, it contains Y and its underlying topological space |V̂ | coincides with |ẐY | = |Y |.
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(2) There exists a smooth k-scheme M and morphisms of k-schemes j : Y −→M
and µ : M −→ Z such the diagram
(A.1) M
µ

Y
i //
j
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
Z
is commutative and the associated morphism of formal completion µˆ : M̂j(Y ) −→
ẐY maps M̂j(Y ) isomorphically onto V̂ :
(A.2) µˆ : M̂j(Y )
∼
−→ V̂ .
(Observe that the commutativity of (A.1) implies that j is a closed immersion.)
When the equivalent conditions in Proposition 1 conditions are satisfied, we shall
say that the smooth formal scheme V̂ is algebraic.
Proof. To prove the Proposition, we may assume that Y is connected.
Suppose that (1) is satisfied, and consider the normalization
ν : V̂
nor
−→ V̂
of the integral scheme V̂ . We may consider the completion V̂
nor∧
ν−1(Y ) of V̂
nor
along
ν−1(Y ). By the “analytic normality of normal rings”, it is a normal formal scheme 3
and there is a unique morphism of formal scheme
jˆ : V̂ −→ V̂
nor∧
ν−1(Y )
such that the following diagram is commutative:
(A.3) V̂
nor∧
ν−1(Y )
νˆ

V̂
ι //
jˆ
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
V̂
∧
Y ,
where ι : V̂ → V̂
∧
Y denotes the inclusion morphism. The morphism jˆ is a closed
immersion, and at the level of local rings, defines surjections of integral domains
3Namely, for any affine connected open subscheme U of |V̂
nor∧
ν−1(Y )| = |ν
−1(Y )|, the ring Aˆ of
sections over U of the structure sheaf of V̂
nor∧
ν−1(Y ) is a normal domain. Actually, if V denotes a
connected affine open subscheme of V̂
nor
such that U = V ∩ |ν−1(Y )|, the ring Aˆ may be identified
with the completion of A := Γ(V,O
V̂
nor) in the I-adic topology, where I denote the ideal of A
defining the closed subscheme U of V . The fact that this completion is normal easily follows from
the fact that, for every closed point x of V , the completion Aˆx of A at x is itself a normal domain:
this last fact is precisely the content of the “analytic normality” of the normal ring A, as established
for instance in [ZS75], p. 313-320, or [Nag62], Section 37.5. See for instance [Ba˘d04] p. 102 for more
details.
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of the same dimension, which are therefore isomorphisms. (See [Gie77], Proof of
Theorem 4.3, p. 1148-1149, and [Ba˘d04], Proof of Theorem 9.16, p. 100-103, for
similar arguments.)
In other words, if we let
j := jˆ|Y ,
then j defines a closed immersion of Y in V̂
nor
, its image is a connected component
of ν−1(Y ), and jˆ establishes an isomorphism from V̂ to the formal completion V̂
nor∧
j(Y ) .
This shows that V̂
nor
is smooth on some open neighborhood of j(Y ), and Condition
(2) is satisfied by the regular locus M :=
(
V̂
nor)
reg
of V̂
nor
and µ := ν|M .
Conversely, when Condition (2) holds, we may assume that M is connected, after
possibly replacing it by its connected component containing j(Y ). The isomorphism
(A.2) shows that M , like V̂ , has dimension d. Consequently µ(M) has dimension at
most d, and its subscheme V̂ also. 
Theorem 2. With the above notation, if Y is proper over k and a l.c.i. in V̂ , with
all components of dimension ≥ 1, and if its normal bundle NY V̂ in V̂ is ample, then
V̂ is algebraic.
This theorem may be seen as an avatar, valid in algebraic geometry (possibly
over a field of positive characteristic) of the classical theorem of Andreotti about
the algebraicity of pseudo-concave complex analytic submanifolds of the complex
projective spaces ([And63], The´ore`me 6).
The proof below relies on some upper bound, established by Harshorne ([Har68]),
on the transcendence degree of the field of meromorphic functions — the “formal-
rational functions” investigated by Hironaka and Matsumura ([Hir68], [HM68]) —
on the formal scheme V̂ . We refer the reader to [Gie77], Section 4, for geometric
applications of Hartshorne’s results in a similar spirit.
In a quasi-projective setting, Theorem 2 admits a simpler proof, inspired by tech-
niques of Diophantine approximation, which avoids the use of formal meromorphic
functions ([Bos01], Section 3.3). Actually, as shown in [Che12], these techniques
lead to algebraization results valid under assumptions significantly weaker that the
ampleness of NY V̂ when dim Y > 1.
Proof. Wemay assume that V̂ (or equivalently Y ) is connected. Then we may consider
the field k(V̂ ) of meromorphic functions on V̂ , as introduced in [Hir68], p. 600,
and [HM68], §1. Recall that, as a ring, it is defined as the space of global sections
Γ(V̂ ,MV̂ ) of the sheafMV̂ on V̂ defined as the associated sheaf of the presheafM
0
V̂
defined by sending an arbitrary open subset U of V̂ (or equivalently of Y ) to the
total ring of fractionsM0
V̂
(U) of OV̂ (U). In the present situation where V̂ is assumed
connected, k(V̂ ) is actually a field (for instance, by a simple variant of the discussion
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in [Har70], pp. 189–190; see also [Ba˘d04], Chapter 9, for an exposition of the basic
properties of formal rational functions).
According to [Har68], Theorem 6.7, the transcendence degree deg.trkk(V̂ ) of the
field k(V̂ ) is at most d.
Besides, the k-morphism V̂ →֒ V̂ induces a morphism of extensions of k:
k(V̂ ) −→ k(V̂ ).
Indeed, by the very definition of V̂ , for any open subscheme U of V̂ which meets |Y |,
the restriction morphism
O
V̂
(U) −→ OV̂ (U ∩ |Y |)
is injective.
This implies that
dim V̂ = deg.trkk(V̂ ) ≤ deg.trkk(V̂ ) ≤ d,
and establishes that V̂ is algebraic. 
A.2. Connectedness and e´tale neighborhoods of intersections of ample hy-
persurfaces.
A.2.1. A connectedness theorem. The following theorem is an avatar of the classical
connectedness theorem of Fulton-Hansen [FH79]. Actually, its special case when the
inclusion morphism H1 ∩ . . . ∩ He →֒ X is a regular imbedding of codimension e, is
alluded to by Fulton and Hansen in [FH79], p. 161. The general case is essentially
established by Debarre in [Deb96].
Theorem 3. Let X be an integral projective k-scheme, e a positive integer, and
H1, . . . , He ample effective Cartier divisors on X.
For any integral proper k-scheme X ′ and any k-morphism f : X ′ −→ X such that
dim f(X ′) > e,
the inverse image f−1(H1 ∩ . . . ∩He) is a non-empty connected subscheme of X
′.
For every i ∈ {1, . . . , e}, we may choose a positive integer Di such that the Cartier
divisor DiHi is very ample. In other terms, there exists a projective embedding
ιi : X −→ P
Ni
k and an hyperplane Li in P
Ni
k , which does not contain ιi(X), such that
the following equality of divisors hold:
DiHi = ι
−1
i (Li).
Then, if we let
L :=
∏
1≤i≤e
Li,
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we have
|H1 ∩ · · · ∩He| = |D1H1 ∩ · · · ∩DeHe|
= |ι−11 (L1) ∩ · · · ∩ ι
−1
e (Le)|
= |(ι1, . . . , ιe)
−1(L)|.
Consequently the support of f−1(H1 ∩ . . .∩He) coincides with the one of the inverse
image of L by the composite morphism
X ′
f
−→ X
(ι1,...,ιe)
−→
∏
1≤i≤e
P
Ni
k .
Theorem 3 is easily seen to follow from [Deb96], The´ore`me 1.4, 2) a), applied to
this morphism and to the subspace L of P :=
∏
1≤i≤e P
Ni
k .
For the sake of completeness, we sketch a proof of Theorem 3 from “basic results”
in algebraic geometry, at the level of Harsthorne’s textbook [Har83] and Jouanolou’s
monograph [Jou83]. We also refer the reader to [FL81] for a beautiful discussion of
related connectedness results. (Actually, the proof of The´ore`me 1.4 in [Deb96] relies
on results and techniques presented in [FL81].)
Proof. By considering the Stein factorization of f (see [Gro61], Section III.4.3), we
may assume that f is a finite morphism. Then, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , e}, the following
alternative holds: either f(X ′) ⊂ Hi, or f
∗(Hi) defines an ample effective divisor in
X ′. Moreover, if I denotes the set of elements i in {1, . . . , e} such that the second
case arises, we clearly have:
f−1(H1 ∩ . . . ∩He) =
⋂
i∈I
f−1(Hi).
These observations show that, to establish Theorem 3 in full generality, it is enough
to establish the following assertion, which is actually the special case of Theorem 3
when X ′ = X and f = IdX :
Let X be an integral projective k-scheme, e a positive integer, and H1, . . . , He
ample effective Cartier divisors on X. If dimX > e, then H1∩ . . .∩He is a connected
subscheme of X.
To establish this assertion, let us choose, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , e}, a positive inte-
ger Di such that the line bundle OX(DiHi) is very ample, and let us consider the
associated projective embedding4
fi : X −→ P(Γ(X,OX(DiHi)) ≃ P
Ni
k
(where Ni := dimk Γ(X,OX(DiHi)− 1) and the product imbedding
f := (f1, . . . , fe) : X −→ P :=
∏
1≤i≤e
P(Γ(X,OX(DiHi)) ≃
∏
1≤i≤e
P
Ni
k .
4We use Grothendieck’s notation: the projective space P(Γ(X,OX(DiHi)) parametrizes hyper-
planes in Γ(X,OX(DiHi)).
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As usual, we denote |DiHi| the projective space dual to P(Γ(X,OX(DiHi)). We
also consider the incidence correspondences
Ii
pi
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
qi
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
P
Ni
k |DiHi|
and their product
(A.4)
∏e
i=1 Ii
p
||③③
③③
③③
③③
③ q
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
P
∏e
i=1 |DiHi|.
By “restriction” to X of the correspondence (A.4) by means of the imbedding
f : X −֒→P, we get a correspondence:
Z := X ×P
∏e
i=1 Ii
pZ
ww♣♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣ qZ
))❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
X
∏e
i=1 |DiHi|.
The morphism p, and consequently pZ , is a “Zariski locally trivial fibration”, the
fibers of which are isomorphic to
∏e
i=1 P
Ni−1
k . Therefore Z is an integral projective
scheme of dimension
dimZ = dimX +
e∑
i=1
Ni − e.
Moreover the morphism qZ is surjective; indeed dimX ≥ e, and therefore any e-tuple
of ample divisors on X has a non-empty intersection. Since
dim
∏
1≤i≤e
|DiHi| =
e∑
i=1
Ni,
the generic fiber of qZ has dimension dimX − e.
Observe that, if ξ0i denotes the point of |DiHi|(k) defined by the Cartier divisor
DiHi, the intersection D1H1 ∩ . . . ∩ DeHe coincides, as a scheme, with the fiber
q−1Z (ξ
0
1 , . . . , ξ
0
e). The connectedness of H1 ∩ . . . ∩ He will therefore follow from the
connectedness of the fibers of qZ , that we shall establish by means of the following
classical result, basically due to Zariski (see for instance [Jou83], Part I, Section 4 and
proof of The´ore`me 7.1; recall that, in this Appendix, the base field k is algebraically
closed):
Lemma 4. Let φ : X1 −→ X2 be a dominant morphism of integral k-schemes.
a) The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) the generic fiber of φ is geometrically irreducible;
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(2) there exists a dense open subscheme U of X2 such that, for any P in U(k),
the fiber φ−1(P ) is irreducible;
(3) there exists a Zariski dense subset D of X2(k) such that, for any P in D, the
fiber φ−1(P ) is irreducible.
b) Assume moreover that φ is proper and surjective and that X2 is normal. Then,
when the conditions (1)–(3) above are satisfied, the fiber φ−1(P ) is connected for every
P in X2(k).
According to Lemma 4, to complete the proof of the connectedness of the fibers of
qZ , it is enough to show the existence of a Zariski dense set of points (ξ1, . . . , ξe) in∏
1≤i≤e |DiHi|(k) such that the fibers q
−1
Z (ξ1, . . . , ξe) are irreducible, or equivalently,
such that the schemes
X ∩ f−11 (Ξ1) ∩ . . . ∩ f
−1
e (Ξe)
— where Ξi denotes the hyperplane in P(Γ(X,OX(DiHi)) parametrized by ξi — are
irreducible.
This follows by applying e-times the usual Theorem of Bertini (see for instance
[Jou83], Part I, The´ore`me 6.3, 4), The´ore`me 6.10, 3) and Corollaire 6.11, 3)) to
construct successively ξ1, . . . , ξe such that, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , e}, the intersection
scheme
Xi := X ∩ f
−1
1 (Ξ1) ∩ . . . ∩ f
−1
i (Ξi)
is geometrically irreducible of dimension dimX − i. (Observe that, if i ≤ e − 1,
then dimX − i ≥ 2. This allows us to apply the usual Theorem of Bertini to Xi
projectively imbedded by fi+1, and, the points ξ1, . . . , ξi being already constructed,
to find a Zariski dense set of points ξi+1 in |Di+1Hi+1|(k) such that Xi ∩ f
−1
i+1(Ξi+1) is
irreducible.)

A.2.2. Application to e´tale neighborhoods of intersections of ample hypersurfaces. Let
Y be closed subscheme of some k-scheme X , and denote i : Y →֒ X the inclusion
morphism. By definition, an e´tale neighborhood of Y in X is a commutative diagram
of k-schemes:
(A.5) X˜
ν

Y
j
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
i // X,
with ν e´tale at every point of j(Y ).
Observe that the commutativity of the diagram (A.5) implies that j is a closed
immersion. Moreover ν is e´tale at every point of j(Y ) if and only if the morphism of
formal completions induced by ν,
(A.6) νˆ : ̂˜Xj(Y ) −→ X̂Y ,
is an isomorphism of formal schemes. (See for instance [Gie77], Sect
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Besides, after replacing X˜ by some open Zariski neighborhood of j(Y ), we may
assume that ν is an e´tale morphism. If moreover X and X˜ are integral, furthermore
X and X˜ are connected (hence integral), then then ν is birational iff it is an open
immersion (cf. [Gro67], §18, Lemme 18.10.18, p. 166).
Observe also that e´tale neighborhoods in X of Y and of the underlying reduced
scheme |Y | may be identified.
Proposition 5. Let X be an integral proper k-scheme of dimension d, and let H1, . . . ,
He, 1 ≤ e ≤ d− 1, be ample effective Cartier divisors in X. Let us assume that X is
normal at every point of H1 ∩ · · · ∩He.
Then, for any e´tale neighborhood of H1 ∩ · · · ∩He in X
(A.7) X˜
ν

H1 ∩ · · · ∩He
j
88qqqqqqqqqqqq
i // X,
there exists a Zariski open neighborhoods U of H1 ∩ · · · ∩ He in X (resp. U˜ of of
j(H1 ∩ · · · ∩He) in X˜) between which ν establishes an isomorphism:
νU˜ : U˜
∼
−→ U.
In brief, Proposition 5 asserts that an e´tale neighborhood of the intersection of at
most d − 1 ample hypersurfaces in a normal projective variety of dimension d “is”
actually a Zariski neighborhood.
When d = 2 and e = 1, Proposition 5 is essentially Proposition 2.2 in [BCL09].
In that case, the connectedness result on which its proof relies (namely, the special
case of Theorem 3 with f a dominant morphism between two projective surfaces
X ′ and X and e = 1) directly follows from Hodge Index Theorem, by Ramanujam’s
argument which shows that an effective, nef and big divisor on a surface is numerically
connected ([Ram72]).
Proof. The normality assumption on X and the existence of the isomorphism (A.6)
imply that X˜ is normal on some Zariski neighborhood of j(Y ). Therefore, after
possibly shrinking X˜ , we may assume that X˜ is a normal scheme. According to
Theorem 3, the scheme
Y := H1 ∩ · · · ∩He
is connected. Consequently, its image j(Y ) lies in a unique component of the normal
scheme X˜ . We may therefore assume that X˜ is integral.
By Nagata’s compactification theorem, we may assume that X˜ is an open sub-
scheme of some integral proper k-scheme X˜ . After replacing X˜ by the closure in X˜×X
of the graph of ν, we may also assume that ν extends to a morphism ν : X˜ → X .
So we may — and will — assume that, in (A.5), the scheme X˜ is integral and
proper over k.
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The intersection H1 ∩ · · · ∩He is not empty, and ν is therefore e´tale at some point
of X˜ . The morphism ν is therefore dominant and its image has dimension d > e.
Therefore, according to Theorem 3, the closed subscheme ν∗(Y ) = ν∗(H1 ∩ · · · ∩He)
of X˜ is connected.
The commutativity of the diagram (A.7) shows that the subscheme ν∗(Y ) of X˜
contains j(Y ). Moreover, since ν defines an isomorphism
νˆ : ̂˜Xj(Y ) ∼−→ X̂Y ,
the formal subschemes of ̂˜Xj(Y ) defined by completing ν∗(Y ) along j(Y ) is nothing
but j(Y ).
This implies that the trace of ν∗(Y ) on some Zariski open neighborhood of j(Y )
in X˜ coincides with j(Y ). (This follows form the basic faithfulness properties of the
functor of completion along a closed subscheme in a some noetherian scheme; see
for instance [GD71], Propositions 10.8.8 and 10.8.11 and their corollaries.) In other
words, ν∗(Y ) may be written as a disjoint union
ν∗(Y ) = j(Y )∐ R,
for some closed subscheme R of X˜.
Together with the connectedness of ν∗(Y ), this shows that
ν∗(Y ) = j(Y ).
Consider the set F of points of X˜ where ν is not e´tale. It is closed in X˜ , and
disjoint of
ν−1(Y ) = |j(Y )|.
Therefore
U := X \ ν(F )
is an open Zariski neighborhood of Y in X , and the restriction morphism
ν|ν−1(U) : ν
−1(U) −→ U
is proper, e´tale, and an isomorphism over the non-empty subscheme Y , hence an
isomorphism. 
A.3. Algebraization of formal morphisms. The following theorem provides cri-
teria for a formal morphism, defined on the completion X̂Y along a closed subscheme
Y of a proper k-scheme X with range some k-scheme, to be defined by some morphism
of k-schemes defined on some e´tale or Zariski neighborhood of Y in X .
Theorem 6. Let X be an integral projective k-scheme of dimension d, Y a closed
subscheme of X, T a k-scheme, and ψ : X̂Y → T a morphism of k-formal schemes
5.
5Recall that k-schemes may be identified to k-formal schemes, which actually are noetherian, and
separated over k. In particular, we may consider a morphism from a k-formal scheme, defined for
instance as a completion, to some k-scheme: it is simply a morphism in the category of k-formal
schemes. Such a morphism is nothing but a morphism in the category of k-locally ringed spaces
(the continuity conditions are automaticaly satisfied, since the topological sheaf of ring of a scheme
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Let us assume that Y is a local complete intersection contained in the regular locus
Xreg of X.
1) If the normal bundle NYX of Y in X is ample on Y and if every component of
Y has dimension ≥ 1, then there exist an e´tale neighborhood of Y in Xreg
(A.8) X˜
ν

Y
j
==④④④④④④④④④ i // Xreg,
(where i denotes the inclusion morphism) and a morphism of k-schemes
φ : X˜ −→ T
such that the k-morphisms of formal schemes induced by ν and φ,
νˆ : ̂˜Xj(Y ) ∼−→ X̂Y
and
φˆ : ̂˜Xj(Y ) −→ T,
make the following diagram commutative:
(A.9) ̂˜Xj(Y )
νˆ≃

φˆ
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
X̂Y
ψ
// T.
2) If there exist some ample effective Cartier divisors H1, . . . , He, 1 ≤ e ≤ d−1, in
X such that Y has dimension d− e and may be written as the complete intersection
Y = H1 ∩ · · · ∩He,
then there exists an open Zariski neighborhood U of Y in X and a morphism of
k-schemes
φ : U −→ T
such that the morphism of k-formal schemes induced by φ,
φˆ : X̂Y = ÛY −→ T,
coincides with ψ.
Proof. Let us assume that the hypotheses of 1) are satisfied. Then we may introduce
the k-scheme
Z := X ×k T,
interpreted as a formal scheme is discrete). In turn, a k-morphism from the completion X̂Y to
the k-scheme T may be identified with a compatible system of morphisms of k-schemes from the
successive infinitesimal neighborhoods Yi of Y in X to T .
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and consider Y as a subscheme of Z, by means of the closed immersion
i′ := (i, ψ|Y ) : Y −→ Z.
The graph of ψ, seen as a k-morphism of formal schemes from X̂Y to T̂ψ(Y ), defines
a closed formal subscheme V̂ of Ẑi′(Y ) admitting i
′(Y ) as scheme of definition. The
projections
pr1 : Z −→ X and pr2 : Z −→ T
define, after completion, morphisms of formal schemes
p̂r1 : Ẑi′(Y ) −→ X̂Y and p̂r2 : Ẑi′(Y ) −→ T̂ψ(Y ).
By restriction to V̂ , they define an isomorphism of formal schemes
p̂r1|V̂ : V̂
∼
−→ X̂Y
and a morphism
p̂r2|V̂ : V̂ −→ T̂ψ(Y )
such that
p̂r2|V̂ = ψ ◦ p̂r1|V̂ .
Clearly the restriction of p̂r1|V̂ to the scheme of definition i
′(Y ) of V̂ is the first
projection
(A.10) pr1|i′(Y ) : i
′(Y )
∼
−→ Y.
Consequently V̂ is smooth and i′(Y ) is a l.c.i. in V̂ , and through the isomorphism
(A.10), the normal bundle Ni′(Y )V̂ gets identified to NY X̂Y ≃ NYX, hence is ample.
According to Theorem 2, the formal subscheme V̂ is algebraic. By Proposition 1,
there exists a commutative diagram of k-schemes
M
µ

Y
(i,ψ|Y )
//
j
;;✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
X ×k T
withM smooth over k, such that, after completing along j(Y ), µ becomes an isomor-
phism:
µˆ : M̂j(Y )
∼
−→ V̂ (→֒ Ẑi′(Y )).
Let us consider the open subscheme of M :
X˜ := (pr1 ◦ µ)
−1(Xreg).
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It is straightforward that j(Y ) lies in X˜ and that the diagram
X˜
ν:=pr1◦µ

Y
j
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤ i // Xreg
is an e´tale neighborhood of Y in Xreg which satisfies the conclusion of 1).
Let us now assume that the hypotheses of 2) are satisfied. Then the normal bundle
of X in Y is isomorphic to
⊕e
j=1OX(Hj)|Y , hence is ample. According to Part 1) of
the Theorem, there exists an e´tale neighborhood (A.8) of Y inX and a morphism of k-
schemes φ : X˜ → Z such that the diagram (A.9) is commutative. Proposition 5 shows
that, after possibly shrinking X˜, we may assume that ν is an open immersion. It may
be identified with the inclusion morphism in Xreg of some open Zariski neighborhood
U of Y , and the commutativity of (A.9) precisely asserts that φˆ = ψ.

A.4. Algebraization of formal bundles and subbundles. In this Section, we
place ourselves under the assumptions of Theorem 6, 2). Namely, we denote by X a
projective k-scheme of dimension d, by e a positive integer ≤ d−1, and by H1, . . . , He
ample effective Cartier divisors in X such that
Y := H1 ∩ · · · ∩He
has (necessarily pure) dimension d − e and is contained in the regular locus Xreg of
X .
Besides, we choose an ample line bundle OX(1) over X .
We shall say that a vector bundle Ê over X̂Y is algebraizable if there exists a
coherent sheaf of OX-modules E over X (necessarily locally free on some open Zariski
neighborhood of Y ) such that Ê ≃ E|X̂Y , or equivalently, if there exists a vector bundle
on some open Zariski neighborhood of Y in X such that Ê ≃ E|X̂Y .
The category of algebraizable vector bundles over X̂Y is clearly stable under ele-
mentary tensor operations, like directs sums, tensor products, and dual.
Theorem 7. 1) For any formal vector bundle Ê over X̂Y , the space of global sections
Γ(X̂Y , Ê) is a finite dimensional k-vector space.
2) For any open Zariski neighborhood V of Y in X included in the open subscheme
Xnor of normal points of X and any vector bundle E over V, the restriction map
(A.11) Γ(V,E) −→ Γ(X̂Y , E|X̂Y )
is an isomorphism.
Part 1) of Theorem 7 is a special case of [Har68], Theorem 6.2. Actually, we will
not really use this result in this Appendix.
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In the terminology of [Gro68], X.2, and [Har70], IV.1, Part 2) asserts that the pair
(Xnor, Y ) satisfies the Lefschetz property Lef(Xnor, Y ). When e = 1, it is a special
case of [Gro68], XII.2, Corollaire6 2.4. When X is smooth over k, it is proved in
[Har70], X.1, Corollary 1.2.
Proof. We are left to prove 2) in our setting. It will follow from the the algebraization
criterion for formal morphisms established in the previous section.
Let us consider V and E as in 2), and let us introduce the “total space”
V(E∨) := Spec V SymE
∨
of the vector bundle E, and its structural morphism
p : V(E∨) −→ V.
For any open subscheme U of V , the elements of Γ(U,E) may be identified with
the morphisms of k-schemes
s : U −→ V(E∨)
which are sections of p over U (that is, which satisfy p ◦ s = IdU). Similarly, the
elements of Γ(X̂Y , E|X̂Y ) may be identified with the k-morphisms of formal schemes
t : X̂Y −→ V(E
∨)
which are sections of p over X̂Y .
Observe also that, for any morphism of k-schemes
φ : U −→ V̂ (E∨)
defined on some open Zariski neighborhood of U of Y in X, if the induced morphism
of formal schemes
φˆ : X̂Y = V̂Y −→ V(E
∨)
is a section of p over X̂Y , then φ is a section of p over U (indeed Y is non-empty, and
X — hence U — is an integral scheme).
The injectivity of the restriction morphism (A.11) is straightforward. Let us show
that it is surjective.
Together with the remarks above, Theorem 6, 2) applied with T := V(E∨) es-
tablishes that, for any formal section t in Γ(X̂Y , E|X̂Y ), there exists an open Zariski
neighborhood U of Y in V and a section s in Γ(U,E) such that
s|X̂Y = t.
Observe that the dimension dim I of any closed integral subscheme I of X disjoint
of Y satisfies
dim I < e.
6Actually, the statement of Corollaire 2.4 in loc. cit. does not exactly cover the situation we deal
with here, but require slightly stronger hypotheses, satisfied for instance when X itself is normal.
By working on the normalization of X , one may actually assume that these hypotheses are satisfied.
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(Otherwise the intersection number
OX(1)
dim I−e.H1. . . . .He.I
would vanish, in contradiction to the ampleness of OX(1) and of H1, . . . , He.) Conse-
quently the codimension in X of any component of X \ U is at least 2. This implies
that the depth of OX at every point of Xnor \ U is at least 2 and that the restriction
morphism
Γ(V,E) −→ Γ(U,E)
is an isomorphism.
This shows that the section s of E over U uniquely extends to a section over V ,
and completes the proof.

The following two theorems are closely related — each of them may easily be
deduced from the other one — and will be established together.
Theorem 8. For any vector bundle Ê over X̂Y , the following conditions are equiva-
lent:
(1) The vector bundle Ê is algebraizable.
(2) For any large enough positive integer D, the vector bundle over X̂Y
Ê(D) := Ê ⊗OX OX(D)
is generated by its global sections over X̂Y .
(3) For some integer D, the vector bundle Ê(D) is generated by its global sections
over X̂Y .
With the notation of Theorem 8, observe that a morphism of coherent OX̂Y -modules
ϕˆ : Fˆ −→ Gˆ is onto iff its restriction ϕˆ|Y : Fˆ|Y −→ Gˆ|Y to Y is onto (this directly
follows from Nakayama’s Lemma). Consequently, the vector bundle Ê(D) is generated
by its global sections over X̂Y iff the vector bundle over Y
Ê(D)|Y ≃ Ê|Y ⊗OX OX(D)
is generated by its global sections in the image of the restriction morphism
(A.12) Γ(X̂Y , Ê(D)) −→ Γ(Y, Ê(D)|Y ).
Theorem 9. If a vector bundle Ê over X̂Y is algebraizable, then any quotient vector
bundle and any sub-vector bundle7 of Ê is algebraizable.
Proof. We begin by the proof of Theorem 9.
Let E be a vector bundle over some open Zariski neighborhood V of Y in X . We
are going to show that any quotient bundle of EX̂Y over X̂Y is algebraizable. By a
7Namely, any subsheaf of O
X̂Y
-modules which is locally a direct summand.
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straightforward duality argument, this will also prove that any sub-vector bundle of
an algebraizable vector bundle over X̂Y is algebraizable.
Let
p : Gr :=
∐
0≤n≤rkE
Grassn(E) −→ V
be the Grasmannian scheme of the vector bundle E over V , which classifies locally free
quotients of E over varying V -schemes; cf. [GD71], Section 9.7. (It is a “Zariski locally
trivial bundle over V ”, with a fiber isomorphic to the disjoint union of the classical
Grassmann varieties, classifying quotients of rank n of krkE, for 0 ≤ n ≤ rkV.)
The vector bundle p∗E over Gr is equipped with a canonical quotient bundle
q : p∗E −→ Q,
and, by the very construction of Gr, for any subscheme S of X , the map which sends
a section σ of
pS : p
−1(S) −→ S
to the quotient vector bundle
σ∗q : E|S ≃ σ
∗p∗E −→ σ∗Q
establishes a bijection between the set of sections of pS and the set of (isomorphisms
classes) of quotient vector bundles of E|S over S.
By taking for S the successive thickenings Yi of Y in X , this bijective correspon-
dence extends between (formal) sections of p over X̂Y and quotient vector bundles of
Ê := E|X̂Y . In other words, for any quotient vector bundle
(A.13) qˆ : Ê −→ Q̂,
we may consider its “classifying map”
ψ : X̂Y −→ Gr,
which is a section of p over X̂Y : the quotient vector bundle
ψ∗q : E|X̂Y −→ ψ
∗Q
is isomorphic to (A.13).
According to Theorem 6 applied to T = Gr, the formal morphism ψ is induced by
some morphism of k-schemes
φ : U −→ Gr
defined on some open Zariski neighborhood U of Y in X , which we may assume to lie
in V . It is straightforward that φ, like ψ, is a section of p. Moreover the corresponding
quotient bundle
φ∗q : E|U −→ φ
∗Q
becomes isomorphic to (A.13) after restriction to X̂Y (that is, after completing along
Y ).
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In particular, Q̂ is isomorphic to the restriction to X̂Y of the vector bundle φ
∗Q on
V , and is therefore algebraizable.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 8.
To prove the implication (1) ⇒ (2), observe that, for any coherent sheaf of OX-
modules E over X such that Ê ≃ E|X̂Y , the image of the restriction morphism
(A.14) Γ(X,E(D)) −→ Γ(Y,E(D)|Y ) ≃ Γ(Y, Ê(D)|Y )
is contained in the image of (A.12), and that, for any large enough positive integer
D, the morphism (A.14) is surjective and E(D)|Y is generated by its global sections
over Y .
The implication (2)⇒ (3) is trivial.
Finally, assume that Condition (3) is satisfied, and consider the “tautological”
morphism of vector bundles over X̂Y :
(A.15) p : Γ(X̂Y , Ê(D))⊗k OX̂Y −→ Ê(D).
(Recall that, according to Theorem 7, 1), the k-vector space Γ(X̂Y , Ê(D)) is finite
dimensional. We could easily avoid to rely on this result by replacing Γ(X̂Y , Ê(D))
by a “sufficiently large” finite dimensional sub-vector space.) By hypothesis, it is
surjective, and Ê(D) is therefore identified with a quotient of the “trivial” vector
bundle Γ(X̂Y , Ê(D)) ⊗k OX̂Y over X̂Y , which is clearly algebraizable. According to
Theorem 9, Ê(D) is therefore algebraizable. Finally, the vector bundle
Ê ≃ Ê(D)⊗OX OX(−D)
is algebraizable. This completes the proof of (3)⇒ (1).

A.5. Comments and examples.
A.5.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6, Part 1), the conclusion of Part 2) does
not hold in general. In other words, under the mere assumption of ampleness of the
normal bundle NYX , the e´tale neighborhood of Y in X onto which ψ extends cannot
be chosen to be a Zariski neighborhood.
This is demonstrated by a classical example of Hironaka (see [Hir68], p. 588, and
[Har70], Chapter V), which in its simplest form may be presented as follows.
Consider a smooth, connected, projective threefold over k whose algebraic funda-
mental group is not trivial, and choose a finite e´tale covering
ν : X˜ −→ X,
with X˜ connected and (necessarily) projective. Define Y˜ as a “general” intersection
of two effective divisors in the linear system defined by some large multiple of an
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ample divisor on X˜ . Then Y˜ is smooth, connected, its normal bundle NY˜ X˜ is ample,
and the map
ν|Y˜ Y˜ −→ Y := ν(Y˜ )
is an isomorphism.
Since ν is e´tale, it induces an isomorphism between completions
νˆ : ̂˜X Y˜ ∼−→ X̂Y
and an isomorphism of normal vector bundles:
NY˜ X˜
∼
−→ ν∗
|Y˜
NYX.
In particular, NYX also is ample.
If we let
T := X˜ and ψ := νˆ−1 : X̂Y −→
̂˜X Y˜ →֒ X˜,
then it is straightforward that ψ cannot be realized as the restriction to X̂Y of some
morphism of k-schemes from some open Zariski neighborhood of Y in X to X˜.
A.5.2. The results of Section A.4 may be rephrased in terms of functors between
categories of vector bundles.
Let indeed V be an open Zariski neigborhood of Y in Xnor. We may introduce
the k-linear categories Bun(V ) of vector bundles on V , Bun(XY ) of germs of vector
bundles on X along Y , and Bun(X̂Y ) of vector bundles on X̂Y , and the obvious
restriction (or completion) functors
Bun(V )
̥VXY−→ Bun(XY )
̥
XY
X̂Y−→ Bun(X̂Y ).
Theorem 7, 2), and its proof show that the functors ̥VXY and̥
XY
X̂Y
are fully faithfull.
When V is smooth, the functor ̥VXY is easily seen to be essentially surjective iff
d = 2 (and consequently e = 1).
The functor ̥XY
X̂Y
is not essentially surjective when
dimY (= d− e) = 1.
Indeed, the following Proposition — which is a straightforward consequence of The-
orem 7, 2) — allows one to construct non-algebraizable formal vector bundles on X̂Y
when dimY = 1.
Proposition 10. Let us keep the notation of Section A.4, and assume that dim Y = 1.
Let p be a point of Y (k) and let f be an element of the local ring OX̂Y ,P such that
f(P ) = 0 and f|Y ∈ OY,P is invertible on SpecOY,P \ {P}. Then the following two
conditions are equivalent:
(1) The line bundle on X̂Y defined by the divisor div f is algebraizable.
(2) There exists an effective (Cartier) divisor on Xreg whose completion along Y
coincides with div f .
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The essential surjectivity of the functor ̥XY
X̂Y
is precisely the effective Lefschetz
property Leff(X, Y ) considered in [Gro68], X.2, and [Har70], IV.1. According to
[Gro68], XII, Corollaire 3.4 and to [Har70], IV, Theorem 1.5, it holds under the
assumptions of Section A.4, when moreover X is smooth, some positive multiples of
the Hj’s lie in the same linear system, and dimY ≥ 2.
It appears very likely that, under the assumptions of Section A.4, this last condition
dimY ≥ 2 would be enough to ensure the validity of Leff(X, Y ).
This discussion shows that Theorem 9, which asserts the stability under quotients
of the essential image of ̥XY
X̂Y
, is significant mostly when dim Y = 1.
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